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Methodology 

• Grounded Theory

• Initial curiosity &  openness

• 28 qualitative interviews with utility cyclists in Dublin

• Core category conceptualised



Precarious Entitlement

• Cyclists bear unique and equal 
entitlements to public space relative 
to other road users (Road Safety 
Authority, 2018)

• Entitlement in theory that is 
precarious to exercise in practice

• Properties:

i. Insecure Space

ii. Spatial Disregard

iii. Police Neglect



Precarious Entitlement

Responses:

1. Privatising Vulnerability

- Waiving Entitlement

- Anticipating Disregard

- Tolerating Transgression

- Precautionary Transgressing



Precarious Entitlement

Responses:

2. Provoking Responsibility

- Asserting Entitlement

- Indicating Transgression

- Punishing Transgression

- Displaying Responsibility



Social Contract Theory

• Origins and legitimacy of civil society arising from a ‘state of 
nature’  (Hobbes,1968; Rousseau, 2004; Locke, 2016) 

HOBBES, LOCKE, ROUSSEAU: İlim ve Medeniyet
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Social Contract Theory

State of nature: 

• Human beings driven by self-preservation

• ‘Natural liberty’

• No legal rights or responsibilities

• No policing or enforcement

• ‘Force’ dominates



Social Contract Theory

State of Civilisation:

• Contractual formation of ‘body politic’ for security

• Collective forces form ‘common power’

• ‘Natural Liberty’ exchanged for ‘Civil Liberty’ 

• General will dominates



Social Contract Theory

“If Man in the state of Nature be so free, as has been said; if he be
absolute Lord of his own Person and Possessions, equal to the
greatest and subject to no Body, why will he part with his Freedom?
Why will he give up this Empire, and subject himself to the
Dominion and Controul of any other Power? To which ‘tis obvious
to answer, that though in the state of Nature he hath such a right,
yet the Enjoyment of it is very uncertain, and constantly exposed to
the Invasion of others.” (Locke, 2016, p.63)



Social Contract Theory
“What man loses by the social contract is his natural liberty and the absolute right 
to anything that tempts him and that he can take; what he gains with the social 
contract is civil liberty and the legal right of property in what he possesses.” 
(Rousseau, 2004, p.21).

Steemit: Is government a necessary evil? - Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan
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A State of Nature 
within A State of Civilisation
• PE conceptualises how a state of nature within a state of 

civilisation is experienced and dealt with for utility cyclists in 
Dublin

• One has formal ‘civil liberty’ that is not substantively realised 

• One is subject to acts of ‘natural liberty’ by members with greater 
‘force’ that go unpunished by the ‘common power’

• Privatising Vulnerability as adaptation

• Provoking Responsibility as (re)formation



Conclusion
• PE theorises experience and response to unjust 

relations & conditions of mobility in, and 
accessibility to, public space

• Relevance extends between and beyond cyclists 
(Gaete-Reyes, 2015)

• Can be used to articulate of the state to protect 
the ‘basic liberty’ of mobility (Pettit, 2014)

• Highlights not a matter of risk/safety but a matter 
of justice and freedom

• What does robust entitlement to public space 
require?
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